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Distance bounding protocols guarantee a credible distance upper bound between the devices which require the spatial distance as
a security parameter to defend Mafia Fraud attacks. However, in RF systems, the realization of distance bounding protocol faces
obstacles due to low spectrum efficiency, since the distance bound estimation consumes a significant amount of frequency band in
existing schemes.*is hinders RF distance bounding from being practically deployed, especially in commonly used ISM bands. In
this work, we propose an alternative, spectrum-efficient scheme for RF distance bounding. We build the physical layer as well as a
protocol design based on SFCW signal and SFCW ranging. *us, comparing existing schemes that consume many frequency
bands, our scheme frees many spectrum resources. We propose solutions to the unique challenges facing such an SFCW-based
scheme design, namely, data communication over unintelligent SFCW signals, and secure synchronization in the SFCW-based
challenge-response exchange.We evaluate our scheme via the security analysis and physical layer simulations.*e results show (i)
its resistance to attacks commonly concerned in distance bounding, (ii) the feasibility of the physical layer design such as accurate
ranging and data communication function, and (iii) the communication noise tolerance and the ability of multipath
signal discrimination.

1. Introduction

In wireless applications that contain authentication proto-
cols, sometimes one device would like to determine its
spatial distance to another device as a security parameter.
For instance, when a PKES (passive keyless entry and start)
car is validating the identity of a key fob, it is better to
confirm that the key fob is in close proximity at the same
time. Otherwise, thieves can relay signals from a remote key
fob to start the car and steal it [1, 2], as shown in Figure 1.
*eseMafia Fraud attacks (relay attacks) also appear in other
RF systems such as proximity-based access control systems
[3, 4], contactless payment [5], and secure location verifi-
cation [6, 7].

As an appealing countermeasure, distance bounding
protocol [8] denotes a class of authentication protocols that
can measure the credible distance upper bound between a
verifier (e.g., a PKES car) and a legitimate prover (e.g., a car
key fob or a wireless token). *e distance bound mea-
surement relies on measuring the round trip time (RTT) of
the challenge bits transmitted by the verifier and corre-
sponding response bits replied by the prover.

To effectively realize distance-bounding protocol in RF
systems, existing solutions have made much progress in
solving two key issues [9]: (i) Lowering the Prover Pro-
cessing Time. *e prover needs to spend some time (i.e.,
the processing time) on generating response bits after
receiving the challenge bits. If the processing time is
nonnegligible, it will lengthen the RTT and cause inac-
curate distance measurement results (e.g., a processing
time of 50ns causes a ranging error of 7.5m). *at makes
the protocol vulnerable to distance modification attacks,
such as overclocking attacks on prover and Distance
Fraud [10]. *e solution to this issue is employing analog
concatenation operations at the prover, which can reduce
the processing time to nanoseconds [11, 12]. (ii) Precise
Distance Estimate. After solving the first issue above, the
next step is to equip the verifier with precise distance
estimate functions; i.e., the verifier should accurately time
the RTT. To address this, wideband signals such as FMCW
(frequency modulated continuous wave) and UWB (ultra-
wideband) signals are introduced into distance bounding
schemes to measure the RTT [13–15] and offer cm-scale
ranging resolutions.
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While these solutions and schemes are promising for
enabling distance bounding in RF systems, they suffer from a
constraint—their low spectrum efficiency. Existing schemes
must use wideband signals, i.e., FMCW and UWB signals, to
estimate the distance bound. *ese signals cause huge RF
spectrum consumption and preclude these solutions from
practical deployment. For example, to offer a ranging res-
olution of 1.5m, FMCW and UWB signals entirely consume
an RF band of 100MHz [14, 15], which is as wide as the
2.4 − 2.5GHz ISM band [16]. *e wideband signals will
interfere with other wireless communications within its
frequency band. *is fact hinders RF distance bounding
from being deployed in the ISM band or coexisting with
other wireless communications (e.g.,2.4GHz Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth).

To increase the spectrum efficiency in RF distance
bounding realization, we explore a new realization scheme
that utilizes stepped frequency modulated continuous wave
(SFCW) as a basic physical layer to precisely estimate the
distance bound. At a high level, SFCW utilizes the signals at
discrete frequency points to build a “virtual” wideband signal
(Figure 2) and thereby frees the spectrum resource which lies
between the frequency points. *en, the freed spectrum
resource could be utilized by other wireless communications
or communication channels. Consequently, our design
features higher spectrum efficiency and better compatibility
with ISM radio regulations in practical deployments.

To minimize the prover processing time, we design a
physical concatenation process that is compatible with the
SFCW-based physical layer. On the protocol side, our design
primarily follows the classical precommitment strategy
[8, 11]. However, designing such a realization scheme based
on the SFCW signal still faces unique challenges:

Challenge-Response Communication over Unintelligent
SFCW Signals. SFCW signal is an unintelligent radar
signal [17] that has no ability of data communication.
However, in distance bounding protocols, distance
measurement must be integrated with challenge-re-
sponse communication so as to confirm that the prover
is cryptographically legitimate, and it stays within le-
gitimate distance. *us, the legacy SFCW signal is
required to be modified in our scheme and equipped
with data communication functions. We tackle this
challenge by encoding and modulating the challenge

and response bits on legacy SFCW signals. We encode
challenge bits by switching the varying directions of
SFCW signals’ frequencies (see 4.2). At the prover, by
evolving backscatter communication as the concate-
nation process, the incoming challenge signals are
reflected upon its arrival, and meanwhile, the pre-
commitment response bits are encoded on the reflected
signals in ASK modulation.
Synchronization in the Challenge-Response Exchange. In
the challenge-response exchange phase, the synchroni-
zation mechanism prevents the prover from mistakenly
sending response bits out too early or too late. *at is,
the operations performed by the prover, such as con-
catenating and transmitting the response bits, must be
synchronized with the arriving pace of the challenge bits.
However, in our case, extracting the synchronization
information from the challenge bits which are encoded
in SFCW signals is infeasible—demodulating SFCW
signals requires complex processing (e.g., down-
conversion and FFT computing) which inevitably in-
creases the prover’s computing and energy overhead,
thereby resulting in reduced battery life and high fab-
ricating cost. To address this, we modify the classical
protocol and add a secure synchronization round. In the
round, transmitting the synchronization information is
isolated from SFCW signals. *e information can be
transmitted in normal ways, such as using ASK mod-
ulation and PIE encoding, and easily extracted by passive
RF front ends, which are similar to RFID tags [18].

To show the security of the proposed scheme, we analyze
the resistance of our scheme to various attacks, including
guessing attack, Distance Fraud, Mafia Fraud, overclocking
attack, Terrorist Fraud, early bit detection (Early Detect),
and deferred bit signaling attacks (Late Commit). To
demonstrate the feasibility of our physical layer, we conduct
a simulation model to validate the scheme function and
investigate the performance of ranging accuracy, noise re-
sistance, and multipath signal discrimination of our scheme.

*e major contributions in this work are presented as
follows. First, we address the low spectrum efficiency
problem in RF distance bounding schemes by leveraging the
SFCW signal as a basic physical layer. Second, we propose a
scheme including both physical layer and protocol design to
address the challenges of data communication and secure
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Figure 1: An example of Mafia Fraud. An authentication is successfully executed when the prover (i.e., PKES key fob) is legitimate and close
to the verifier (i.e., PKES car), as shown in Figure 1(a). Mafia Fraud attackers can amplify and relay the challenge-response signal at the
physical layer to masquerade as a legitimate prover, as shown in Figure 1(b). (a) A normal authentication. (b) Mafia Fraud attack on PKES
cars.
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synchronization in our SFCW-based scheme. Finally, we
present both the security analysis and the physical layer
simulation to demonstrate the security and feasibility of our
scheme.

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the background of distance bounding protocol and
the related works. In Section 3, we introduce the SFCW
signal and SFCW ranging principle. *e proposed scheme,
as well as the solutions to the challenges, is discussed in
Section 4. Some issues that we encountered in designing the
scheme are discussed in Section 5. We analyze the security
and simulate the physical layer in Sections 6 and 7, re-
spectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2. Background and Related Works

2.1. Distance Bounding Protocol. *e distance bounding
protocol was firstly proposed [8] to prevent the Mafia Fraud
attack on access control systems. For instance, Figure 1 il-
lustrates the scenario of Mafia Fraud on PKES cars. Distance
bounding protocol solves this problem by allowing a verifier
(e.g., PKES car) to check its proximity to a legitimate prover
(e.g., a legitimate key fob).

As shown in Figure 3, a typical distance bounding
protocol consists of setup, exchange, and verification phases
[11]. In the most critical exchange phase, the following rapid
bit exchange is repeated for n rounds: in each round, the
verifier challenges the prover with a freshly generated bit
C[i](i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n); upon receiving the C[i]

(i � 1, 2, 3, . . . n), the prover calculates a response bit R[i]

and sends it back to the verifier immediately. When ex-
change rounds are finished, the verifier measures the average
round trip time of the challenge-response exchange and
computes the upper bound on distance as

distance �
TRTT − Tprocess

2
· c, (1)

where TRTT is the measured round trip time, c is the
propagation speed of radio signal (i.e., the speed of light),
and Tprocess is the processing time taken by the prover to
generate the response (i.e., to demodulate the challenge and
compute and modulate the response).

However, due to the processing time at the prover, this
draft RTT-based distance bounding scheme suffers from a
series of physic layer attacks. By speeding up the prover’s

clock (i.e., reducing the processing time), an overclocking
attacker [10] can convince the verifier that the prover is closer
than it really is. Similarly, in the Distance Fraud attack [11], a
malicious prover can pretend to be closer to the verifier by
reducing its processing time or replying sooner than it does in
normal times. A more “powerful” attacker which has a higher
signal processing speed can exploit the verifier’s large-signal
receiving duration to launch the sophisticated physical layer
attacks like Early Bit Detect [10] and Late Commit [19] (more
details are discussed in Section 6) and thereby fabricates fake
proximity between the verifier and prover.

2.2. Existing RF Distance Bounding Schemes

2.2.1. Round Trip Time (RTT) Based Schemes. To eliminate
the vulnerability caused by the prover’s processing time, the
CRCS [11] scheme implements a time-saving concatenation
operation at the physical layer to reply with the response and
reduces the prover’s processing time to 1ns. In the scheme,
each of the response bits is prepared in advance, and its
binary value determines which communication channel will
be used in uplink communication. *us, the verifier can
listen to all of the two uplink channels to understand the
response bit. *e same concept with a low-power design is
proposed in TIGHT [12] to enable low-power distance
bounding in passive wireless tokens like RFID tags.

Although these works dramatically lower processing
time to ns-level at the prover side, they can not be considered
as complete distance bounding solutions since the verifier is
still incapable to measure the round trip time. In detail, all
the above works primarily focus on the prover design;
however, they have little consideration of the verifier design
and commonly use costly laboratory instruments to act as
verifiers, which are unsuitable for practical applications.
*us, the cost and efficiency of round-trip-time measure-
ment are increasingly becoming a bottleneck of distance
bounding schemes.

2.2.2. Wideband Signal Based Schemes. To achieve precise
and efficient round-trip-time measurement and thereby
increase the accuracy in distance bound estimation, wide-
band signals are employed in distance bounding schemes,
such as FMCW and UWB signals. (a) FMCW-Based
Schemes. By introducing the FMCW signal into distance
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Figure 2: *e illustration of the SFCW signal and its spectrum consumption. (a) *e SFCW signal shown in the time domain. It utilizes
signals at discrete frequency points to compose a wideband signal. (b) *e SFCW signal shown in the frequency domain. SFCW signal only
occupies discrete frequency points, thereby freeing the spacings between the frequency points.
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measurement, the scheme [13] enables a verifier to compute
(but not to directly measure) the RTT in ns-level accuracy.
To be specific, the FMCW-based verifier measures the fre-
quency difference between its transmitting signal and the
echo signal reflected by the prover to compute the signal
round trip time and then computes the distance. As for
challenge-response communication, in this scheme, the chal-
lenge bits are phase modulated while the prover adjusts the
gain of its amplifier tomodulate the response bits in the formof
on-off keying (OOK). *e low-power version is further pro-
posed in [9], which offers a processing time of less than 20 ns.
By introducing backscatter communication and ASK modu-
lation similar to RFID tags [18, 20], the prover design proposed
in [14] reduces its processing time virtually to zero. (b) UWB-
Based Schemes. UWB signal is an effective choice to increase
the ranging accuracy in RTT-based schemes because of its low
signal period. *e use of UWB signals is analyzed in [21] for
accurate ranging in distance bounding. *en, Hancke and
Kuhn present a scheme [22] that offers a processing time of
2.5 ns through the use of logic gates. UWB distance bounding
system is further demonstrated through a high-speed FPGA
prototype [15], which offers a processing time of 100 ns and a
ranging resolution of 7.5 cm.

Although the FMCW-based schemes have realized ac-
curate RTTmeasurement at the verifier side, these schemes
face significant limitations due to their low spectrum effi-
ciency. *e reason stems from the fact that the accuracy of
FMCW ranging depends on its signal bandwidth (e.g.,
100MHz bandwidth offers a theoretical ranging resolution
of 37.5 cm). To satisfy the accuracy requirement of distance
bounding (i.e., ns-level time measurement and cm-scale
ranging), the scheme consumes a continuous frequency
band that extends to tens of megahertz (MHz) to hundreds
of megahertz. *e huge bandwidth consumption is

unaffordable to current wireless spectrum space. If such a
scheme, which entirely consumes a continuous 100MHz
band to achieve distance measurement, is deployed in the
frequently used 2.4 − 2.5GHz ISM band, it will cause in-
terference to (or be easily interfered with by) other wireless
communications. For example, if FMCW and UWB signals
are employed in the n round exchange phase, all the Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth channels will be interfered with. *is fact
limits the future development of FMCW-based distance
bounding schemes in both commercial and industrial
scenarios.

Similar to FMCW-based schemes, UWB-based schemes
utilize signals which have large bandwidth (> 500MHz) and
short pulses to improve the ranging accuracy. *us, they are
also limited by low spectrum efficiency. Besides, to receive
and transmit the short pulses, both the prover and the verier
require high sampling rate ADCs and DACs, which con-
sume significant power (typically around 1–4W) [9].

3. Primer for SFCW Ranging

According to the above analysis, although the wideband
signal-based schemes are efficient in hardware overhead and
energy cost and achieve high ranging resolution, they
consume significant spectrum resources.*us, within such a
wide frequency band, other wireless communications will
interfere if the distance bounding protocol is running.
Facing the situation, we believe that the spectrum efficiency
has now become the major bottleneck restricting the
widespread application of distance bounding. We observe
that differing from FMCW or UWB signals which occupy a
wide and continuous frequency band during their ranging,
SFCW ranging can offer the same ranging accuracy with a
high spectrum efficiency. To minimize the spectrum
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Figure 3: A typical distance bounding protocol consists of a setup phase, an exchange phase, and a verification phase. In the most critical
exchange phase, the verifier estimates the distance bound by timing the round trip time of cryptographic challenge and response bits. To
enhance the protocol security against physical layer attacks, most cross-layer distance bounding schemes focus on effectively minimizing
Tprocess and measuring the RTT.
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consumption, SFCW ranging uses signal segments at dis-
crete frequencies to replace the wideband signal which
occupies a continuous frequency band. *is makes SFCW
ranging a compelling choice for distance bounding schemes.

*e theory, implementation, and performance of SFCW
ranging and SFCW-based radar are well documented and
widely investigated in papers such as [17, 23, 24]. Instead of
investigating SFCW ranging itself, we plan to introduce it
into the distance bounding scheme and thereby obtain high
spectrum efficiency. Hence, we just make a brief intro-
duction to SFCW ranging in this section.

SFCW signal is the continuous wave signal whose fre-
quency increases by Δf at regular intervals (which are
denoted by Ts), as shown in Figure 2(a). In other words, the
SFCW signal is a “virtual” wideband signal which consists of
signals at discrete frequencies. *us, the spacings between
the discrete frequencies are freed and could be used by other
RF radios, as shown in Figure 2(b).

*e basic principle of SFCW ranging is described as
follows. Firstly, the transceiver transmits an SFCW signal to
the ranging target, and then the signal is reflected back and
received by the transceiver. *us, in the transceiver’s view,
the reflected signal has a signal propagation delay τ when
compared with the transmitting signal. Secondly, the ver-
ifier generates the beat signal by quadrature demodulating
the receiving signal. *e sample of the beat signal is a
periodic function whose frequency depends on the signal
propagation delay. *e measured propagation delay and
the distance between the transceiver and the target are
given by

τ �
fs · Ts

Δf
, (2)

d �
cfs · Ts

2Δf
, (3)

where fs is the frequency of the sampled beat signal.
Besides, according to [24], the ranging resolution is given

by

δ d �
c

2B
. (4)

In this equation, the letter “B” denotes the total signal
bandwidth, as shown in Figure 2(a). c represents the speed of
light.

We give an overall proof that describes the combination
of SFCW ranging and our communication scheme over
SFCW signals in 4.2.

4. SFCW-Based Distance Bounding Scheme

4.1. Protocol Description. Our scheme mainly follows pre-
commitment distance bounding protocol [8,11]. We first
introduce our basic protocol design which consists of three
phases in Section 4.1. *e communication scheme during
the exchange phase is discussed in Section 4.2. Besides, we
should point out that the prover can not decode the in-
coming challenges and sign them in the verification phase,

since it has the limited computing performance to de-
modulate and decode chirp signals. As a remedy, in Section
4.3, we further add a secure synchronization round to this
protocol, which can prevent the attacker from preasking the
prover for its responses.

*e basic protocol design is illustrated in Figure 4. In the
setup phase, the prover picks an n-bit nonce R and sends a
signed commitment to R (e.g., a signed hash of the string) to
the verifier.*en, the verifier generates an n-bit nonce C and
starts the exchange phase. During the critical exchange
phase, each single challenge bit C[i] is encoded on SFCW
carriers and sent to the prover. Upon receiving C[i], the
prover concatenates a single bit R[i] on C[i] via backscatter
communication and meanwhile reflects both the C[i] and
R[i] to the verifier immediately. *e exchange phase is
discussed in detail in Section 4.2. When the exchange phase
is finished, the prover signs the response R and the identity
of the verifier V and communicates to the verifier. *e
verifier will check the following things: the C and R re-
covered in exchange phase must match the transmitted C

and the commitment sent in the setup phase, respectively;
the final signature must be valid and correspond to the
identity of the prover which sends the signed commitment in
the setup phase.

4.2. Data Communication over SFCW Signals

4.2.1. Communication Scenario in Exchange Phase. In the
challenge-response exchange phase, the communication
of challenge and response bits must be performed on
SFCW signals. *ere are two reasons: (1) the round trip
time of SFCW signals is used to estimate the distance
bound between the verifier and prover; (2) in the
meantime, the SFCW signals must carry challenge and
response bits to insure the cryptographic legitimacy of the
prover (i.e., to confirm the prover is not a forgery). Hence,
we need to achieve data communication function on
SFCW signals, which originally have no ability to carry
any binary bits.

*e communication scenario is shown in Figure 5. *e
SFCW signals are transmitted for n times in the exchange
phase. *ereby, the verifier measures the RTT for n times,
and the challenge-response exchange executes for n

rounds (the figure only shows four rounds). Each ex-
change round contains downlink and uplink parts. (1) On
the downlink, the verifier needs to transmit a single
challenge bit C[i] to the prover. To encode C[i], the
verifier switches the varying directions of the SFCW
signals’ frequencies to represent 0/1 binary values. For
example, the SFCW signal with descending frequency
represents that the value of C[i] is “0” and the signal with
ascending frequency represents that the value of C[i] is
“1”. (2) On the uplink, the prover encodes R[i] in am-
plitude modulation using backscatter communication.
*e prover achieves backscatter communication by
switching the impedance among Z0 and Z1 and thereby
changing the amplitude of the reflected signals. *en, the
C[i] and R[i] are received and recovered by the verifier.
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4.2.2. Mathematical Description and Proof. To carry the
challenge and response bits in the exchange phase, SFCW
signals are modified in our scheme and become different
from typical SFCW signals: typically, the frequency of SFCW
signals only increases during the ranging (as shown in
Figure 5), but the frequency of modified SFCW signals can
be either increasing or decreasing so as to achieve challenge
bits encoding (as shown in Figure 5). *e fact incurs a
question: can such a scheme perform SFCW ranging as
normal when the SFCW signals are modified and encoded
with challenge bits? We give the mathematical description
and proof of the exchange phase (including encoding
challenge bits on SFCW signals as well as the ranging process
based on the modified SFCW signals)as below.

Figure 6 shows SFCW signal transmitting and processing
procedures.

In each of n exchange rounds, if the challenge bit which
is about to be transmitted is “1”, the verifier will transmit an
SFCW signal which is denoted by TX1(t) and expressed as

TX1(t) � 
N−1

n�0
rect

t − nTs − Ts/2
Ts

  · cos 2π f0 + nΔf( t  ,

(5)

where

rect
t − nTs − Ts/2

Ts

  �

1, if
t − nTs − Ts/2

Ts




<
1
2
,

0, other,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
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Figure 4: Similar to typical distance bounding protocols, our basic protocol design follows precommitment scheme and includes three
phases. Differing from typical protocols, our exchange phase design is based on the SFCWphysical layer, and the protocol that is shown here
still needs further modifications to achieve secure synchronization.
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Figure 5: *e scenario of data communication on SFCW signals. On the downlink, the varying directions of the signal frequency (i.e., the
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been encoded with challenge bits are further encoded with response bits in ASK modulation by employing backscatter communication.
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and N, Ts, f0, and Δf are defined in Figure 2. As described
by this equation, the signal frequency increases by Δf once
after a time interval Ts.

Similarly, if the challenge bit that is about to be trans-
mitted is 0, the verifier will transmit an SFCW signal which is
denoted by TX0(t) and expressed as

TX0(t) � 

N−1

n�0
rect

t − nTs − Ts/2
Ts

  · cos 2π f0 − nΔf( t  .

(7)

*is indicates that the signal frequency increases by Δf
once after a time interval Ts.

*e transmitted signal is reflected back by the prover and
then received by the verifier.*e receiving signal RX(t) has a
propagation delay (i.e., the RTT) of τ. For the sake of
simplicity, we use one equation to describe the receiving
signal in which “ ± ” is used to describe both the frequency
increases and the frequency decreases. *e equation is given
as

RX(t) � 
N−1

n�0
rect

t − nTs − Ts/2
Ts

 cos 2π f0 ± nΔf( (t − τ) .

(8)

*e received signal processed using quadrature
demodulating and the output IF signal (intermediate fre-
quency signal) which contains in-phase (I) and quadrature
(Q) components is represented as

SIF(t) � 
N−1

n�0
rect

t − nTs − Ts/2
Tss

 exp −j2π f0 ± nΔf( τ .

(9)

*e graph of the intermediate frequency signal consists
of N segments corresponding to N time interval Ts. In each
segment, the value of SIF(t) is constant and depends on τ.
*en, this IF signal is sampled at each of the segments. *e
sampled signal is expressed as

SIF(n) � exp −j2π f0τ ± nΔfτ(  (n � 0, 1, . . . , N − 1).

(10)

*is can be regarded as the sample of a sinusoidal signal
whose frequency cannot be affected by the symbol “ ± ”.

After putting the time variable t � nTs into (10), the fre-
quency of SIF(n) is expressed as

fs �
τΔf
Ts

. (11)

Since fs can be measured from the sampled signal, the
propagation delay τ between the verifier and the prover is
expressed as

τ �
fs · Ts

Δf
. (12)

*is is the same as (2). *us, according to our proof, the
data communication scheme based on SFCW signals is
feasible, and it will not affect the normal ranging function.

4.3. Synchronizing the Prover and Verifier. In the challenge-
exchange phase, it is necessary to keep the prover syn-
chronized with the verifier. Otherwise, the response bits
could be transmitted too early or too late and can not be
concatenated to the corresponding challenge bits. To syn-
chronize, classic schemes, such as [9, 11], usually rely on
extracting the synchronization information from received
challenge bits or downlink signals. However, in our case,
extracting the synchronization information from the
downlink SFCW signals seems to be infeasible because
demodulating the SFCW signals requires complex signal
processing such as downconversion and FFT computing.
*is signal processing will increase the energy and com-
puting overhead and thereby is not affordable to energy or
performance-constrained provers.

To address this, we modify the classical protocol and add
a secure synchronization round before the exchange phase.
*e communication in this round is isolated from SFCW
signals—it uses pulse-interval encoding (PIE) and the prover
can demodulate the PIE signals using a passive demodulator
similar to RFID tags [18].

*e modified protocol with a synchronization round is
shown in Figure 7.*e synchronization round is executed as
follows. Firstly, the verifier picks and passes m-bit random
data D to the prover using PIE. Secondly, the verifier extracts
the data D from the received PIE signals using passive
demodulators. Besides, it can also obtain synchronization
clocks from the extracted PIE signals. *irdly, the prover

Synthesizer Coupler

Prover

R(t)

LPF

ADC
I(t)
Q(t)

SIF(t)

T(t)

S(n)D(n)
IFFT

Sampling

Propagation time
(t)

Mixer
Downconversion

Tx

Rx

Distance
computing

SFCW waveform

Tx(t)

Verifier

Figure 6: *e illustration of signal processing procedures which are mentioned in our mathematical proof given in 4.2.
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gets synchronized, and then both parties start the exchange
phase. Finally, in the verification phase, the extracted data D

should be signed and sent to the verifier. *e verifier will
check whether the D extracted by the prover matches with
the D transmitted in the synchronization round. *e check
is necessary; otherwise, attackers can leverage fake data D to
cheat the prover and thereby preask the prover for its
responses.

5. Discussion

5.1. Processing Time. To minimize the prover processing
time, our protocol follows precommitment distance
bounding scheme and requires the prover to be equipped
with backscatter communication. By employing the pre-
commitment scheme, the prover is able to prepare response
bits before the exchange phase and does not need to take
time to compute response bits during the exchange. In
addition, the backscatter communication modulates re-
sponse bits on incident SFCW signal and meanwhile reflects
the combined signal without any delay, similar to reflecting
radar signals from an object such as airplanes [18]. Hence,
the prover processing time spent on response generating,
signal demodulating (as is discussed in 4.3), and modulating
is reduced virtually to zero.

5.2. SFCW Maximum Unambiguous Range. SFCW ranging
method has a limitation called maximum unambiguous
range [24]. *e maximum unambiguous range depends on
the frequency step (Δf) of SFCW signals and is given by

Dmax �
c

2Δf
. (13)

If the prover stays out of Dmax, SFCW ranging will be
unreliable, and the ranging result will unexpectedly show
that the prover is still within Dmax. *e relationship of
measured distance and actual distance is given by

Dmeasured � DactualmodDmax, (14)

where Dmeasured is the measured distance and Dactual is the
actual distance between the verifier and the prover. So, it
seems that our scheme can only work within Dmax.

We tackle this problem by employing cross-correlation
[25], a common algorithm which is used to estimate the
similarity of two signal sequence in modern communication
systems [26]. At a high level, cross-correlation is used to
confirm that the prover is within Dmax. For example, if we set
Δf to 100 kHz, DMAX will be 1500m (5μs round trip time).
Within the first 5μs after sending its challenge, the verifier
keeps receiving and starts cross-correlation to detect
whether the desired response exists in the received signal.

Verifier Prover
Setup phase

Verification phase

Pick n-bit C
Pick n-bit Rsign (commit(R)

Secure synchronization round

Record TOF

Record TOF

Backscatter
Recover (C [1], R[1])

Recover C [n], R[n])
Backscatter

sign (V, R)

Verify TOF, C, R, sign(V, R)
Verify sign(D)

sign (D)

Pick m-bit D

Extract clocks
Record D

Exchange phase

D[1]

C[1]

C[n]

(C[1], R[1])

(C[n], R[n])

D[m]

Figure 7: Proposed protocol design with a secure synchronization round. In the synchronization round, the verifier selects a nonce string D

and sends D to the prover in a bit-by-bit fashion using PIE (pulse-interval encoding). *e prover extracts the synchronization clock and
string D from the PIE data. *e signed D is sent to the verifier in the verification phase. *en, the verifier will check the signed D to prevent
that the attacker may use fake D to cheat the prover before the synchronization round, thereby getting the prover’s response bits
preemptively.
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*us, the verifier knows that the prover is within DMAX if the
desired response is contained in the received signal, and it is
able to further use SFCW-based ranging to achieve fine-
grained distance estimation.

5.3. Multipath Signal Discrimination. *e scheme proposed
in 4.2 is prone to be affected by the multipath effect. *e
multipath effect brings diverse signal components to the IF
signal (9) and disturbs the distance measurement. *e
problem could be solved by performing inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT), which is widely used in SFCW-based
ground penetrating radar (GPR) to detect and discriminate
multiple buried targets [27].

At a high level, IFFT is performed to the sample of IF
signal (e.g., equation (10)), and all the echoes, including the
LOS echo and NLOS echoes, can be distinguished on the
output graph, as shown in Figure 8. In traditional SFCW-
based GPR radar, the multiple echoes are caused by multiple
buried targets since they have diverse propagation paths.
*is is similar to our scenario in which the signals travel
between the verifier and prover and have both LOS (line-of-
sight) and NLOS (non-Line-of-Sight) propagation paths.

In Figure 8, the pulses indicate different signal propa-
gation paths. *e propagation delay τ and the distance are
given by

τ �
i

NΔf
(i � 0, 1, . . . , N − 1), (15)

d �
ci

2NΔf
(i � 0, 1, . . . , N − 1), (16)

where i is the abscissa value where the curve reaches the first
peak in Figure 8 since the LOS propagation path has
minimum RTT. N is the number of frequency steps shown
in Figure 2(a).

*e multipath signal discrimination is simulated in 7,
and the mathematical proof is given in the appendix.

6. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the resistance of the proposed
scheme to various attacks on distance bounding protocols.

6.1. Distance Fraud. Distance Fraud, which is also called
Lone Distance Fraud in [28], is launched by a remote dis-
honest prover. *e dishonest prover may deviate from the
protocol and mislead the verifier into believing that it is local
[29]. Distance Fraud occurs if the protocol allows the prover
to send its reply before receiving the challenge [28], or the
prover reduces its processing time secretively [9]. In our
design, the prover must concatenate each of the response bits
on the corresponding challenge bit, and then both the
challenge and response bit are reflected back for further
check. *at is, our protocol prohibits the situation in which
the prover can send its reply before receiving the challenge.
Besides, since the prover processing delay has been reduced
to virtually zero, the dishonest prover cannot launch Dis-
tance Fraud by further reducing its processing time.

6.2.GuessingAttack. Guessing attack could be classified into
Distance Fraud [11] in which a dishonest prover guesses the
challenge in advance to deceive distance measurement. With
the guessed challenge, the prover is able to reply to the
verifier with response bits sooner than he normally does.
*is attack will be effective when it is launched in single-
exchange challenge-response protocols with a multibit
packet. In such a protocol, the attacker can guess the value
for the last bit transmitted by the verifier and preemptively
transmit a response [10]. In our protocol, the dishonest
prover must guess all the challenge bits transmitted in the n

round challenge-response exchange phase since each of the
challenge bits must be reflected back and then checked by
the verifier separately. We believe that the probability of
launching a successful guessing attack is (1/2)n. To verify, we
simulate the guessing attack with the simulation configu-
rations used in Section 7. During the simulation, an attacker
knows the whole process of the protocol except the four-bit
response which is held by the legitimate prover. To deceive
the verifier, the attacker guesses four bits as a response and
transmits them to the verifier in advance. We simulate this
attack scenario 1000 times, and the success rate of attack is
15.7%, which is approximately 16%.

6.3. Overclocking Attack. Overclocking attack involves one
remote honest prover and an attacker which tries to trick the
verifier into believing the prover is within the distance
bound [10]. To reduce the distance measured by the verifier,
the attacker increases the clock speed of the prover pro-
cessor, thereby reducing its processing time. Increasing the
clock speed is feasible by leveraging physical means such as
interfering with the processor’s crystal oscillator. Similar to
the case of Distance Fraud, our scheme is resistant to
overclocking attacks due to the processing time which is
close to zero.

6.4.MafiaFraud. *eMafia Fraud (which is also called relay
attack or man-in-the-middle attack) [8] is performed by
external attackers which stay in the middle of the prover and
the verifier. *e attackers can relay the challenge and re-
sponse signals at the physical layer to convince the verifier
that the prover is close to the verifier. Distance bounding

Amplitude

N

LOS

Multipath

i

Figure 8: By employing IFFT, the signals that propagate along the
LOS path or the NLOS path are transformed into pulses in the time
domain. *e first pulse represents the signal which propagates
along the LOS path.
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protocol natively prevents Mafia Fraud unless the protocol is
based on slow medium (e.g., using ultrasonic as the me-
dium), so attackers are able to relay the challenge and re-
sponse signals using the medium with fast signal
propagation speed, such as radio signal, to gain advantages
[10, 30]. In our design, the SFCW signals propagate at the
speed of light, so the attackers cannot launch Mafia Fraud.

6.5. EarlyBitDetectionandDeferredBit Signaling. *e attack
leveraging early bit detection and deferred bit signaling [10]
could be considered as a variation of Mafia Fraud [19]. In
early bit detection, the attacker uses a receiver that has
m-times better signal-to-noise ratio than a regular receiver
to preemptively detect the symbol using about 1/m of the
symbol’s regular receiving time. In deferred bit signaling, an
attacker transmits m times the symbol amplitude to the
verifier or the prover in the final 1/m-th of the symbol
period. To sum up, early bit detection and deferred bit
signaling gain time in symbol receiving and committing, so
the time saved could be used in relaying signals between a
verifier and a remote honest prover. *e attack which
combines early bit detection and deferred bit signaling in-
cludes the following steps: (i) a proxy prover (actually it is an
attacker) gains time by early detecting a challenge symbol
transmitted by the honest verifier and then relays the symbol
to a remote proxy verifier (which is actually another at-
tacker); (ii) the proxy verifier late commits the challenge
symbol to an honest, remote prover using 1/m-th of the
regular symbol period; (iii) the proxy verifier early detects
the response symbol and relays it to the proxy prover; (iv)
the proxy prover late commits the response symbol to the
honest verifier.

In our scheme, indeed, the attackers can early detect the
challenge bits encoded on the SFCW signal and fabricate a
fake echo signal to manipulate the measured distance.
However, the attackers cannot cheat an honest prover out of
correct response bits and thereby cannot concatenate the
response bits to the fake echo signal since prover replying to
the response bits is based on synchronization information
communicated in the secure synchronization round. Be-
sides, the secure synchronization round is resistant to early
bit detection and deferred bit signaling since we employ PIE
in the round and the binary value of a PIE symbol depends
on the pulse duration time but not on the symbol amplitude
or energy, as shown in classical PIE demodulation circuits
[18].

6.6. Terrorist Fraud. Terrorist Fraud involves an attacker
located close to the verifier and a remote dishonest prover.
*e dishonest prover colludes with the attacker by sharing
its short-term secrets (e.g., the nonce challenge and response
bits) to cheat the verifier [31, 32]. Terrorist fraud resilient
protocols [31, 33] bind the prover’s long-term secret to the
nonce challenge and the response bits picked in the setup
phase. *us, the prover cannot reveal its short-term secrets
unless it discloses its valuable long-term secret [9]. If needed,
our scheme is capable of employing those Terrorist Fraud

resilient protocol designs since our scheme design is inde-
pendent of and capable of these high-level protocol designs.

6.7.DistanceHijackingAttack. In Distance Hijacking Attack
[28], a remote dishonest prover exploits one or more honest
provers, which are close to the verifier, to deceive the verifier
with the fake verification information. In the attack, a
dishonest prover jams the signature sent by an honest prover
in the verification phase and replaces it with the signature of
itself. *us, the dishonest prover misleads the verifier into
believing that the dishonest prover is close to the verifier. In
our verification phase, the verifier checks if the signature
corresponds to the identity of the prover which sends the
signed commitment in the setup phase. *us, the dishonest
prover cannot launch the Distance Hijacking Attack by
replacing the signature in the verification phase.

7. Physical Layer Simulation

We build a model in Matlab Simulink to simulate our
physical layer design and demonstrate its function, ranging
accuracy and noise resistance of data communication.

7.1. Basic Function Simulation. *e simulation model con-
sists of a prover, a verifier, and the propagation channel. *e
verifier transmits SFCW signals which carry challenge bits to
the prover. *e signals will be delayed and get disturbed by
noise in the propagation channel. When the prover receives
the signals, it will encode response bits to the incoming
signals and reflect the signals back to the verifier. Finally, if
the received signals are demodulated and decoded suc-
cessfully, the verifier can recover the challenge and response
bits from the signals and meanwhile obtain the distance
bound.

*e parameters in the simulation are presented as fol-
lows. *e total bandwidth of the SFCW signal B is equal to
500MHz; the frequency increment Δf is 1MHz; the number
of frequencies used in SFCW signals N is 500. *e simu-
lation results of SFCW ranging and challenge-response
communication are shown in Figure 9.

*e challenge bits and corresponding frequency varying
directions are shown in Figure 9(a) for C � 1 and Figure 9(b)
for C � 0. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show SFCW signal segments
at different frequencies. *e ASK modulation performed by
the prover is shown in Figures 9(e) and 9(f ). *e
demodulated ASK bits and the beat signal are shown in
Figures 9(g) and 9(h). *en, the sampled beat signal is
processed in Matlab using 500-point IFFT, and the result is
shown in Figure 9(i). In our 50 simulations, all the n values
that we get are within the range of 25 ± 0.1 and are corrected
to 25 because the n value should be an integer. According to
(16), we get the τ � 50 ns. *us, the function of the physical
layer scheme runs as desired.

7.2. Ranging Accuracy and Bit Error Rate under Noise
Environment. *e setup for ranging accuracy and data
communication simulations is given as follows. We add
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Figure 9: *e simulation results of SFCW ranging and challenge-response communication. (a) *e SFCW frequency in the time domain
(C� 1). (b) *e SFCW frequency in the time domain (C� 0). (c) *e SFCW waveform segments @ 620MHz, 820MHz, 1020MHz. (d) *e
SFCWwaveform segments @ 1120MHz, 920MHz, 720MHz. (e)*e 100 kHz ASK baseband signal. (f ) *e ASK modulation on the SFCW
signal. (g)*eASK bits demodulated by the envelope detector. (h)*e IF signal (about 50 kHz) after the down-conversion. According to (2),
the _ is about 50 ns. (i) *e Curve of IFFT result. *e LOS pulse arrives when n equals 25. According to (15), we get the _� 50 ns.
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Figure 10: *e simulation results of the multipath signal identification. (a) *e peaks that we obtained in multipath signal identification
simulation. *e three peaks in this graph correspond to one LOS signal and other two multipath signals, respectively. (b) *e results of 50
simulations (Eb/N0 � 7 dB). *e average propagation delays correspond to the LOS signal and the multipath signals can be obtained by
leveraging equation (15), where i is the average of abscissa values that correspond to the LOS peaks or the multipath peaks shown in this
graph. In the simulations, the estimated average propagation delays of these three signals are 50 ns, 56 ns, and 70 ns.
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extra propagation paths (which have propagation delays
of 56.6 ns and 70 ns, respectively) in the simulation
model to simulate the multipath effect. Besides, we add
an AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) channel
model to each of the propagation paths to simulate the
noisy environment. *e AWGN channels have Eb/N0
values that vary from 0 to 15 dB. For each Eb/N0 value, we
conduct 50 simulations using different challenge and
response bits to estimate the propagation delay and the
communication BER.

*e results of propagation delay estimation are shown in
Figure 10. An example of the simulation result is shown in
Figure 10(a). In this figure, the LOS signal and twomultipath
signals are identified. For each Eb/N0 value, we repeat the
simulation 50 times. An example of simulation results which
has the Eb/N0 value of 7 dB is illustrated in Figure 10.
According to the simulation results, the average propagation
delays of these three signals are 50 ns, 56 ns, and 70 ns. ?e
Results of IFFT. *at means the range resolution of our
simulation achieves the theoretical cm-scale resolution.

In the simulation for uplink BER analysis, we choose
four bit rates: 50 kbps, 100 kbps, 200 kbps, and 400 kbps.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the SFCW signals with ASK
modulation and AWGN. *e communication BERs under
different AWGN are shown in Figure 11(c). Since we employ
backscatter in uplink communication, the uplink commu-
nication is not as reliable as downlink communication and
performs better when the Eb/N0 is above 12 dB.

8. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose an RF distance bounding scheme
to address the low spectrum efficiency problem in RF dis-
tance bounding realization. Our scheme exploits the SFCW
signal as a basic physical layer to gain high spectrum effi-
ciency. We propose solutions to the challenges which appear
when we try to merge the SFCW signal with distance
bounding protocol, namely, achieving data communication
over the unintelligent SFCW signals, and a secure syn-
chronization scheme for the SFCW-based challenge-re-
sponse exchange. We analyze the protocol security against
attacks on distance bounding and then validate the per-
formance of the physical layer by conducting simulations. As
illustrated in Table 1, comparing with existing cross-layer RF

Table 1: Benchmark with existing schemes.

Scheme
Parameters

ProcessingDelay PreciseDistanceMeasurement SpectrumConsumption Clocking EP/
LC Terrorist Hijacking

Brands & Chaum
[8] >50 ns No — No No Yes Yes

CRCS [11] 1ns No — Yes Yes Yes Yes
UWB-based
[15, 22] 2.5 ns Yes (cm-level) High (100 s of MHz) Yes No Yes Yes

FMCW-based [14] ≈0 Yes (cm-level) High (100 s of MHz) Yes Yes Yes Yes
SFCW-based (this
scheme) ≈0 Yes (cm-level) Low (discrete

frequencies) Yes Yes Yes Yes

*e authors discuss the protocol security against various attacks in Section 6 but only list four types of attacks (Clocking, Early Detect, Late Commit, and
Distance Hijacking attacks) due to space limitations of the page. Actually, all the five types of schemes listed in Table 1 can resist the attacks not listed in the
table.
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Figure 11: Signal with AWGN noise and Uplink BER rate. (a) ASK modulation on the SFCW signal. (b) Uplink signal with AWGN noise
(Eb/N0 � 7 dB). (c) Measured uplink BER rate.
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distance bounding schemes, our scheme maintains the
features of low processing time and accurate ranging and
meanwhile achieves higher spectrum efficiency. *is helps
RF distance-bounding systems to coexist well with other
wireless communications, especially when deployed in ISM
bands.

Future improvements could focus on promoting practice
deployment of the scheme. For deployment on vehicles, it is
compelling to integrate our scheme with existing SFCW-
based vehicle radars [34–36] to save the fabricating cost. For
deployment on battery-powered verifiers, such as handhold
RFID readers, future work could focus on improving the

power efficiency of signal processing such as SFCW signal
quadrature demodulation and IFFT operation to improve
the device battery life.

Appendix

Proof of Multipath Signal Discrimination

For the sake of simplicity, the authors firstly perform IFFT to
the sample of IF signal (10) which is corresponding to the
LOS propagation path. *is is illustrated as

S(i) �
1
N



N−1

n�0
SIF(n)exp jn

2πi

N
 

�
1
N



N−1

n�0
exp −j2πf0τ( exp(−j2πnΔfτ) · exp jn

2πi

N
 

�
1
N

exp −j2πf0τ(  · exp j
N − 1

N
π(i − NΔfτ)  ·

sin[π(i − NΔfτ)]

sin[π/N(i − NΔfτ)]
, (i � 0, 1, . . . N − 1).

(A.1)

*e value of S(i) will be maximum when

i � τNΔf. (A.2)

*us, by leveraging i which is the abscissa value when the
value of S(i) is maximum, the propagation time of the LOS
signal is given by

τ �
i

NΔf
. (A.3)

In practice, considering NLOS signals, after quadrature
demodulation, the IF signal (9) consists of multiple signals
caused by both LOS and NOLS echoes. IFFT will transform
all the signals to peaks, which is similar to the transformation
shown in (A.1). *e peak, which represents the LOS
propagation path, is the first one in the graph since the LOS
signal has a minimum propagation time. *us, the LOS and
NLOS signals can be discriminated.
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